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say?
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COVID-19 pandemic remains a major public
health threat in most countries. The causative
agent is SARS-CoV-2 virus, a zoonotic virus,
which lead to acute respiratory distress
syndrome and result in mortality in COVID19 patients. Ever since the discovery of the
first case in the Wuhan city in China in late
December 2019, both developed and
developing nations are struggling to bring
this pandemic under control. Currently we
are facing an imminent risk of a third wave
which is already in force in some countries.
Development of an effective vaccine has
helped to reduce the number of active cases;
nevertheless it has failed to curb the disease
completely. (1,2)

antimicrobial peptides, such as cathelicidins,
IL-37 and defensins. It also inhibits the
cytokine storm, reducing the production of
pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IFNγ
and TNFα. Finally, it modulates the adaptive
immune response, suppressing the T-helper
cells-1 response and promoting cytokines
production by T-helper cells -2. This effect
requires a sufficient serum level of 25(OH)
D3 being crucial for macrophages to activate
it into calcitriol, which activates the
remaining cascade. Nevertheless it is not easy
to fully understand the complex mechanism
of vitamin D‐mediated effects on immunity
and studies are ongoing which could shed
some more light in the future(5,6,7,8).

Vitamin D is a fat-soluble vitamin produced
from 7-dehydrocholesterol due to the action
of UVB radiation and subsequently
converted to 25 hydroxy vitamin D3
(25(OH)D3) in the liver and then to the
active form calcitriol,(1, 25(OH)D) in the
kidneys or other organs.3,4 In addition to
being involved in bone metabolism,
facilitating the absorption of calcium and
phosphorus from the intestinal tract, the role
of vitamin D in the immune system has also
been recognized. Vitamin D reduces the risk
of microbial infections by stimulating innate
cellular immunity, through the induction of

It is challenging to conduct evidence-based
medicine in cases such as the COVID-19
pandemic. Therefore specialized bodies like
The European Centre for Disease Prevention
and Control encouraged health care
professionals to take actions that are logical
in their own right, based on previously
known findings in related fields. In the initial
part of the pandemic, there were no data on
the effects of vitamin D in SARS-CoV-2
infection. Considering the studies on the role
of vitamin D in the prevention of acute
respiratory infections, it was natural to ask
the question of whether supplementation of
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vitamin D can be used as a potentially
interesting treatment for the prevention of
severe acute respiratory syndrome in SARSCoV-2 infections thereby reducing morbidity
and mortality in COVID-19 high-risk
patients.(9,10,11)
Retrospective studies conducted in early
2020 reported significant association
between vitamin D deficiency and poor
clinical outcome of the COVID-19 cases.
These studies reported that deficiency was
highest in the most severe COVID-19 cases
and some studies reported that after
adjusting with confounding factor, a
significant association was observed between
vitamin D levels and disease severity,
patients’ mortality, CRP levels and increased
lymphocyte percentage. Further, vitamin D
sufficiency was also associated with lower
risk of unconsciousness and hypoxia.(12,13,14)

and will provide valuable information such as
to what extent vitamin D supplementation
will benefit the patients with COVID -19
infections. (13,14,15,16)
Until these results are available there are
certain recommendations which could be
adapted with regards to vitamin D
supplementation in patients with COVID 19 infections.


Vitamin D is safe and vitamin D at a
dose of 1000–2000 IU per day is
enough to keep the immune system
healthy.



No mega‐doses are needed which
may only lead to increased risk for
adverse events.



If possible, patients can be tested for
vitamin D levels in serum and
supplements should only be provided
to those below 50 nmol L−1. This will
protect the bone and be enough to
enhance respiratory immunity against
severe respiratory tract infections.
This will help you to only supplement
individuals that need extra vitamin D
and avoid unnecessary costs.



If Vitamin D levels cannot be
performed, high risk groups such as
dark skin, the elderly, patients with
chronic diseases and obese patients
should have first priority for
supplementation.

Similarly, few studies have highlighted that
high doses of vitamin D may be given to
COVID-19 patients especially with
confirmed deficiency and also associated
with co morbidities such as obese, elderly,
dark skin texture and those living in higher
latitudes. Therefore, several authors have
emphasized the prophylactic use of vitamin
D in the COVID-19 management.(13,14,15)
But several more recent studies in many
different regions worldwide on Vitamin D
supplementation in COVID-19 patients have
produced relatively inconsistent results. This
could be due to different patient
characteristics and study design across the
studies.(14,15,16)
Indeed, several randomized control trials are
currently underway to investigate the impact
of vitamin D supplementation on patients
with COVID -19 infection. The results of
these studies will be accessible in near future

Because a protective effect of vitamin D
supplementation remains uncertain at
present, taking vitamin D supplements
should nevertheless not discourage the
public from adhering to routine protective
measures such as social distancing and
wearing of face masks.
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